
2020 FXXT EXTENDED LENGTH WINDSHIELD FOR 
 OEM QUARTER FAIRING PART # 57000981DH 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 

*WARNING* 
**INSTALLATION SHOULD BE PERFORMED BY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL ONLY** 

***ANY DAMAGE, COSMETIC OR MECHANICAL, OR PRODUCT FAILURE RESULTING FROM 
IMPROPER INSTALLATION WILL NOT BE COVERED UNDER MANUFACTURER WARRANTY.*** 

 
Included in the package should be a quantity of ONE: FXXT EXTENDED LENGTH WINDSHIELD 
 
THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE ONLY FOR MODELS: 
 

● DDP-QF10-CL ; DDP-QF10-LS ; DDP-QF10-DS 
● DDP-QF12-CL ; DDP-QF12-LS ; DDP-QF12-DS 
● DDP-QF14-CL ; DDP-QF14-LS ; DDP-QF14-DS 
● DDP-QF16-CL ; DDP-QF16-LS ; DDP-QF16-GS 

 
***IMPORTANT INFORMATION / TECH TIPS*** 

 
● Be careful when installing windshield not to over tighten fasteners as potential damage can occur. 
● Clean windshield with non abrasive cloths and only approved cleaners safe for lexan. We              

recommend Plexus Windshield cleaner/polish for best results.  
● If windshield is heavily littered with bugs and or debris put a small towel large enough to cover                  

windshield in a tub of hot water. Lay towel on windshield after soaking in hot water for a minute                   
and let the towel completely cool. Then wash the windshield with a water hose to remove bugs                 
before using a polish or cleaner. Wiping the shield with bugs dried on can scratch the windshield                 
if the above cleaning process is not performed. 
 

1. Ensure motorcycle is powered off. 
2. Ensure motorcycle is in a stable position to perform installation without tipping over to avoid               

damage or injury. 
3. Loosely install OEM supplied windshield hardware to the FXXT extended length windshield. 
4. Start from the front working toward the rear, tighten hardware.Torque: 2–2.3 N·m (18–20 in-lbs) 
5. Refer to )FIg .1) for visual aid as the FXXT windshield directly replaces the OEM windscreen. 
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Thank you for your purchase from DIRTY DIXIE PERFORMANCE!  
RIDE SAFE AND AS ALWAYS #doitdirty 

 
 

Make sure to follow us on Instagram: 
TAG US IN YOUR INSTALL PHOTOS!!! 

@dirtydixieperformance 
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